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Cisco IOS XR FundamentalsCisco Press, 2009
Over the last several years, fiscal discipline has really dominated the industry. Both consumers and businesses expect far more from their communications providers than they did just a few years ago. Offering simple telephone dial tone and an Internet connection are not going to be enough for success. At the same time, however, service providers...


		

Principles of CybercrimeCambridge University Press, 2010

	We live in a digital age. The proliferation of digital technology, and the convergence of computing and communication devices, has transformed the way in which we socialise and do business. While overwhelmingly positive, there has also been a dark side to these developments. Proving the maxim that crime follows opportunity, virtually every...


		

The New World of Wireless: How to Compete in the 4G RevolutionWharton School Publishing, 2009

	“The New World of Wireless is an impressive, thoughtful journey that helps business leaders see over the horizon to our unwired future, where we belong.”


	–John Chen, Chairman, CEO, and President, Sybase, Inc.
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Collaborative Enterprise Architecture: Enriching EA with Lean, Agile, and Enterprise 2.0 practicesMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Ever-changing business needs have prompted large companies to rethink their enterprise IT. Today, businesses must allow interaction with their customers, partners, and employees at more touch points and at a depth never thought previously. At the same time, rapid advances in information technologies, like business digitization, cloud...


		

Flash Foresight: How to See the Invisible and Do the ImpossibleHarper Perennial, 2011

	Flash Foresight offers seven radical principles you need to transform your business today. From internationally renowned technology forecaster Daniel Burrus—a leading consultant to Google, Proctor & Gamble, IBM, and many other Fortune 500 firms—with John David Mann, co-author of the Wall Street Journal...


		

How Cool Brands Stay Hot: Branding to Generation YKogan Page, 2013

	Generation Y (13-29 year olds) are the most marketing savvy and advertising critical generation ever. Three times the size of the previous Generation X, they have a much bigger impact on society and business. But what drives them and how do you develop the right brand strategies to reach this critical generation? How Cool Brands Stay...






		

Linux in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Over the last few years, Linux has grown both as an operating  system and a tool for personal and business use. Simultaneously becoming more  user friendly and more powerful as a back-end system, Linux has achieved new  plateaus: the newer filesystems have solidified, new commands and tools have  appeared and become standard, and...


		

Special Edition Using Microsoft CRMQue, 2003
A sophisticated yet easy-to-use software program, Microsoft CRM handles the full range of Sales and Customer Service functions, and allows the user to access key customer and sales information from Microsoft Outlook and the Web. It is designed for rapid deployment, ease of use, and integration with Microsoft Office and Microsoft Great Plains'...


		

Java and XSLT (O'Reilly Java)O'Reilly, 2001
Java and Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) are very different
technologies that complement one another, rather than compete. Java's strengths are portability,
its vast collection of standard libraries, and widespread acceptance by most companies. One
weakness of Java, however, is in its ability to process text....





		

Visualizing Project Management: Models and Frameworks for Mastering Complex SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Visualization: A powerful technique for achieving high performance
Complex systems do not require complex project management. The most effective project managers are able to simplify their project environment and organize projects, large and small, to achieve predictable results. This book explains how anyone responsible for a project can apply...


		

Red Hat Fedora Linux 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Fedora Linux 3 can do it, you can do it too ...
Fedora Core 3 is Red Hat's most solid Fedora to date, including features destined for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4. Use Fedora Core 3, with the latest Linux technology, to set up a personal desktop, small business server, or programming workstation. This book will teach you the basics of using...


		

IBM e Server Certification Study Guide-AIX 5L CommunicationsIBM Press, 2004
The AIX and IBM eServer pSeries Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and IBM eServer pSeries. A complete set of professional certifications are available. They include:...
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